Microphysiological Systems (Tissue Chips) and their Utility for Rare Disease Research.
The scientific and technological development of microphysiological systems (MPS) modeling organs-on-chips, or "tissue chips" (TCs), has progressed rapidly over the past decade. Stem cell research and microfluidic concepts have combined to lead to the development of microphysiological platforms representing an ever-expanding list of different human organ systems. In the context of rare diseases, these bioengineered microfluidics platforms hold promise for modeling of disorders and could prove useful in the screening and efficacy testing of existing therapeutics. Additionally, they have the potential for replacing and refining animal use for new drugs and clinical treatments, or could even act as surrogate human systems for testing of new therapeutics in the future, which could be particularly useful in populations of rare disease sufferers. This chapter will discuss the current state of tissue chip research, and challenges facing the field. Additionally, we will discuss how these devices are being used to model basic cellular and molecular phenotypes of rare diseases, holding promise to provide new tools for understanding of disease pathologies and screening and efficacy testing of potential therapeutics for drug discovery.